Product
Overview

BUILDING VALUE
IN ALL DIMENSIONS

SERVING GLOBAL MARKETS
FOR HALF A CENTURY
Interfor has been a global player in the lumber business since 1963. We have operations
across North America, offices in Europe, Japan and China and customers around the
globe. We provide specialized and sophisticated lumber-buying customers with single
source access to one of the world’s most diverse ranges of structural, industrial and
appearance lumber products.
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3 BILLION BOARD FEET
A YEAR AND GROWING
Interfor is one of the world’s largest lumber producers. With annual capacity
of 3 billion board feet, and world-class facilities, we serve global customers,
strengthen local economies and build value for our employees and shareholders.
And now we’re embarking on a bold new vision, capitalizing on opportunities
and growing into an even more robust future.
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MORE PRODUCTS
MORE CHOICE

THE RIGHT PRODUCT
AT THE RIGHT TIME
Interfor’s diverse and growing product offerings mean more choice and more
supply — all backed by our commitment to excellence and quality. We provide 
our customers with single source access to a diverse line of products, made
from a wide variety of wood species. From fine grain appearance products to
quality structural components, we provide the range and exacting standards
required for wood-based building systems.
THE PRODUCTS WE MANUFACTURE ARE IN DEMAND AROUND THE WORLD
Structural Lumber
Interfor dimension lumber and studs meet exacting performance standards for residential, commercial
and industrial applications. Species include Hem-Fir, Douglas-Fir, SPF and Southern Yellow Pine.
Industrial Lumber
We supply a wide range of lumber grades that are remanufactured and processed into wood
packaging and crating materials. Used in both consumer and commercial applications, these high
value wood packaging solutions are used to ship products across global markets. We offer Douglas-Fir,
Hem-Fir, SPF and Southern Yellow Pine products that meet the highest standards for strength and
stability, to ensure that the goods you are moving arrive safely.
Appearance Lumber
Our product offering ranges from siding, decking and paneling to Japanese house components
and stock for windows and doors. We also supply specialty materials in the dimensions, lengths
and grades our customers require. Species include Western Red Cedar, Hemlock, Douglas-Fir,
Southern Yellow Pine, Lodgepole Pine and Ponderosa Pine.
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• Dimensionally stable, low

• Strong, durable and stable

• Strong, straight-grained and stiff

• Small tight knots

• Light and bright in color,

shrinkage, resists warping
• Lightweight, strong, versatile

• Great workability

• Naturally resistant to decay

• Appealing light color

and insect damage

• Smooth, even grain

relatively pitch-free
• Resists splitting when nailing
and screwing, saws easily

• Pitch- and resin-free

QUALITY WOOD PRODUCTS
COME FROM GREAT TREES
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• Lightweight, strong and versatile
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• Minimal shrinkage or swelling

• Clear, lustrous surface
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With one of the broadest lumber product lines anywhere, we have you
covered from framing right through to finishing. In fact, the potential end
uses of our products are virtually limitless. Our products are sourced
from Interfor’s reliable, sustainable fiber supply and are of consistently high
quality. Plus, we make it easy by pairing each customer with a seasoned
sales professional who can ensure delivery on spec, on time, every time.

RESPONSIBLE, SUSTAINABLE
AND COMPETITIVE
Wood is the ultimate natural, renewable and strong building material and the global
demand for it will only grow. But wood products only have value if we can produce them
in ways that generate economic growth, create social benefits and minimize impact
on the environment. It’s a fine balance that we achieve through our commitment to
collaboration and continuous improvement.
We operate in a sustainable manner at all times
We believe that the environment should never be compromised. We are a leader in sustainable
forestry and adhere to the highest standards in woodlands management. Our practices
and facilities are routinely audited and we are proud of our performance record.

We contribute to healthy local economies
We understand the interconnectedness between our people and the communities where
they work and live. Supporting a healthy economy and environment is a key part of our
business philosophy and practice.

We embrace world-leading safety standards
Nothing is more important than the safety of our employees. We believe that health and safety
are the uncompromised right and responsibility of all employees. That’s why we integrate safety into
every facet of our work and adhere to world-leading safety standards at all of our operations.

interfor.com

WOOD IS SIMPLY A BETTER
BUILDING MATERIAL

